Student collaboration survey
This survey is completely anonymous and not affiliated with the University.

* Required

On a scale of 1-5, how difficult is it to find answers to USC-related questions? *
(such as information about a course or a professor)

1 2 3 4 5
not at all difficult ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ extremely difficult

How do you normally find answers to your USC-related questions? *
☐ Yahoo
☐ Google
☐ Facebook
☐ Ask a friend
☐ Ask a USC official
☐ D2L
☐ Piazza
☐ Blackboard
☐ Other: __________

With regard to your answer in question 2, what are the major advantages of what you are currently using? *


https://docs.google.com/a/usc.edu/forms/d/1g6FwudR&WNqrqI69bfDQTQ96BzC4YOR85nJi35GeV-g/viewform
With regard to your answer in question 2, what are the major drawbacks of what you are currently using? *

If there was a centralized forum providing credible information for Trojans, would you participate? *
- Yes
- No

If your answer is no for the previous question, what is the reason?

Would a system where you are awarded points for helping other Trojans increase your participation? *
(The points can be used to redeem USC memorabilia items or gift cards.)
- Yes
- No

If your answer is no for the previous question, what is the reason?

Which three features do you find most important in such a system? *
- Report: Create a user profile and see others’ profiles
- Search: So that you can find information quickly in the forum
- Redemption: Use points you earned to redeem an item or a gift card
- Event system: Newsfeed about campus events (such as career fair or technical talk)
- Notifications: Get notifications about people answering your posts, etc.
- Leaderboard: Where you can see users with the most points so you can compare your points to others’

What will be the top three motivators for you to participate in such system? *
- Reputation: Being in top ranking in the Leaderboard, by having higher point
- Get recognized when your answer or your post provides useful information to others as a point
- Exchange points you earned for an item or a gift card
- Get the information about events on campus
- Get credible answers to your specific questions from one platform rather than from multiple platforms
- Save time: one-stop shop to find information related to USC
What is your current level of studies *

- Undergraduate
- Graduate
- PhD
- Decline to state

Submit
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